Abstract
Introduction
In this paper we consider the problem of dynamically maintaining a planar subdivision of n vertices under the following operations: 0 Locaie(p): Report the name of the region containing query point p .
0 Inseripoint(v, e; e l , e2) The o p eration is allowed only if the subdivision obtained is topologically unchanged.
0 Insert-edge(u, w , r ; r1, r2). Insert edge { U , w } into region r which contains U on its boundary. If w is also on the boundary of r , then { U , w } splits r into regions rl and r2.
0 Remove-edge(e; r ) . Remove an existing edge e. If e is on the boundary of two adjacent regions, then the two regions merge into a single region r .
Define a connected subdivision to be a planar subdivision whose underlying graph is connected. (Connected subdivisions include the monotone subdivisions considered in [PT89] as a special case.) We show that connected subdivisions can be maintained efficiently in optimal O(n) space. Table 1 on the next page summarizes some of our results and compares them with previous work. For our first scheme, called Scheme I, the update time for a single edge is an improvement on all previous solutions [FMN85,Ove85, PT89], and the update time for a vertex matches the bound in [PTSS] . Furthermore, when k = o(logn), our insertion/deletion time for an arbitrary k-edge chain is o(log2 n). In comparison, the scheme in [PT89], which applies only to monotone chains, uses O(log2 n) time when k = o(1og n).
Scheme I1 speeds up the insertion/deletion time of Scheme I for monotone chains, but at the expense of increasing the other time bounds slightly. If the updates specify pointers to the appropriate vertices and edges in the underlying graph, rather than coordinates as assumed throughout the rest of the paper, then all update times decrease by a factor of logn.
In addition to the above results, we show how to generalize Scheme I to subdivisions consisting of algebraic segments of bounded degree and also present a persistent version of Scheme I which allows point location queries in the past and updates in the present. No results were known for the latter problem which was first posed by Sarnak and Tarjan [ST86] .
For lack of space we omit all proofs and many details here. These can be found in the full paper [CJgO] .
The main ideas: an overview
We derive our dynamic point location schemes by solving the following dynamic visibility problem: Maintain a set of nonintersecting but possibly touching line segments in the plane under insertions and deletions such that given a query point we can report efficiently the first segment that is hit when the point is moved horizontally to the right. If we store with each segment (i.e., edge) of the subdivision the name of the region to its left, then the region containing a query point a binary search tree B is built by recursively bisecting the y-interval [0, h -11 and each segment is stored at the highest node of B for which it intersects the node's bisector. Two priority search trees (PSTs) [McC85] are stored at each node U , one each for the endpoints above and below U ' S bisector. A query for p is answered by binary searching down B, applying the PST query procedure MinXinRectangle [McC85] at each node visited to find the leftmost segment to the right of p at that node, and picking the leftmost of all such segments found in the search down B. Updates simply involve inserting or deleting segment endpoints in the PSTs at the appropriate node of B; no rebalancing of B is necessary as the y-coordinates of the endpoints are already in B.
Our approach is similar but incorporates several additional key ideas, as follows:
First, MinXinRectangle cannot be used if segments are not vertical because the segment corresponding to the endpoint that MinXinRectangle returns need not be to the right of p (as was the case for vertical segments in [McC85] ). Instead we devise a new PST querying procedure, F i n d , which searches a PST level by level and carefully prunes the search so that at most two nodes are examined per level.
Second, updates will require that B be rebalanced by rotations. These rotations will necessitate rebuilding the PSTs at each affected node v. Doing the rebuilding all at once will be time-consuming. Instead, we spread the work over a sequence of future updates. We adapt a result due to Willard and Lueker [WL85] which essentially shows that if B is implemented as a BB((r) tree [NR73, WL851, then it is possible to do only O( 1) rebuilding steps at v during each future update and still have the PSTs at v ready before v needs to be rotated again.
However, to realize our O(1og n ) update time for edges and vertices, we must spend only O( 1) t' ime per rebuilding step at U . Rebuilding the PSTs at v topdown, by repeated insertions, will be too expensive. Thus, a third key idea is to rebuild the PSTs bottomup. Since a PST is essentially a heap, the total time spent in rebuilding it is linear in its size and we can show that only O(1) time is spent per rebuilding step.
Furthermore, as the reconstruction proceeds, we must still be able to answer queries and support updates on-line. We can answer queries at v even while its PSTs are being rebuilt by querying the old PSTs suitably. However, we cannot do updates on the PSTs under construction at v because they are being built bottom-up. Instead, we insert incoming segments into a new (initially empty) PST at v. Deletions are even more problematic since they may specify a segment in the partially-built PST from which we cannot delete efficiently. Therefore, we perform a weak form of deletion where no rebalancing is done and yet the query/update time does not deteriorate too much. We then apply the technique of global rebuilding [Ove83, OvL811 to reconstruct the entire two-level structure before the original structure becomes too unb a1 an ced .
In Scheme 11, we store monotone chains (instead of individual edges) whose lengths are either in the range [h(b),2h(b)] (long chains) or are less than h(b) (short chains). Here b is a parameter that depends on n and h(b) is log b log log b. Now when a monotone chain is inserted or deleted, some existing monotone chains must be split or joined to maintain the bound on chain lengths. This can be done efficiently without too much difficulty. A more subtle and serious problem is that after a sequence of updates, the net change in n can be large and so b must be adjusted. If b is increased, then some long chains will become short; if b is decreased, then some short chains will become long and some long chains will need to be split. Fortunately, only O ( n / h ( b ) ) chains need to be split and/or merged and can be handled by spreading the work over a sequence of O ( n / h ( b ) ) future updates. The O ( n / h ( b ) ) bound is crucial because it guarantees that the size of the subdivision will not change too much and so the re-decomposition process can catch up.
We defer the discussion of subdivisions of algebraic segments and of the persistent scheme to Sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
The dynamic visibility problem
We will establish the following result: Following an update, B is rebalanced by single and double rotations (Figure 1) . We say that the nodes U and U in Figure l Similarly for a double rotation. Two flags FLAG and MARK are stored at each node and are useful in rebuilding the PSTs. FLAG(u) is zero if the PSTs at U are up-to-date and otherwise is either 1 or 2 or 3 depending on which of three possible phases of reconstruction the PSTS are in. Call U unified if FLAG(u) is zero; otherwise call U disunified. MARK identifies the focus and type of a rotation. Initially it is undefined. After the single rotation in Figure l Finally, let the near descendants of a node to be itself, its children, and its grandchildren. We say that a node is eligible for rotation if and only if its near descendants are unified. (Similar definitions were given in [WL85] .)
The visibility query (Locateseg(p))
We first give a procedure Find(p, r, y(u)) which when applied at a node U of B to a PST L i ( v ) or &(U) with root r returns the first segment, s*, in the PST that is hit by rayp. If there is no such segment s*, then the line x = 00 is returned. Let p = (xP,yP) and let Find explores the PST level by level from r, always maintaining the invariant that at most two nodes are examined at any level and s* (if it exists) is in the subtree rooted at one of these nodes. To facilitate this, the two nodes to be examined are maintained in a queue, Q. Q is initialized to contain r and Find terminates when Q becomes empty. A variable answer Locate_seg(p) does a binary search down B using yp until the search either runs off B at a leaf or reaches a node U such that y p = y(u). At each node U visited we do the following: If yp = y(u) then we query C(u)
is found to contain p , then Locafe-seg(P) terminates. When Locate-seg(P) terminates, if a segment has been found to contain p , then we report that segment. Otherwise, among the segments found by Finds, we report the leftmost. Clearly, Locafeseg(p) takes O(log2 n) time.
3.3
We follow the approach in [WL85] . We first insert two leaves corresponding to the two endpoints of s into B. Then we locate the node U such that s E S(u) and insert s into C(u) i f s lies on Y ( u ) or into Lz(u), Rz(u), and Leaf2(u) otherwise. The insertion of the two leaves may cause B to become unbalanced. In general, we will need to perform rotations at unbalanced eligible nodes on the search path to rebalance B. However, sometimes we may have to do a brute force reconstruction of an entire subtree when rotation is no longer effective. Hence, it is guaranteed that B is balanced at all times. We also have to perform a few steps in the incremental construction of PSTs for the disunified near descendants of ineligible nodes on the path traversed. For each disunified node U, the incremental construction is divided into three phases which are carried out by the procedures Fizupl, Fizup2, and Fizup3, respectively.
Fizupl(u)
, where U is a disunified node, works as follows. We first locate the focus of the rotation that made U disunified. If MARK(u) is not undefined, then U is the focus; otherwise, parent(u) is the focus and we set U to parent(u). For each child U of U that actively participated in the rotation, a call to Fitupl(u) identifies one segment from Leaf3(v)u Leaf,(v) that should migrate to U , as follows. We delete the leftmost segInserting a segment s (Inserf.Lseg(s)) ment s in Leaf3(v) U Leaf,(v) and i f s intersects Y(u) then we append s to a list Out(u,v) associated with U; otherwise, we append s to one of the lists, Ing(v) or In4(w), depending on whether s came from Leaf3(v) or Leaf4(v) . These lists will be used by Fizup2. After Lea&(v) and Leaf4(v) have been exhausted for each child v of U that actively participated in the rotation, we set FLAG(u) and FLAG(u) to 2 to signal the start of the second phase.
Each call to FizupP(u), where U is disunified, performs one step in the incremental construction of the new leaf list Leafl(u). If U is not the focus of a rotation (i.e., MARK(u) is undefined), then the desired list Leaf,(u) is the merge of I n 3 (~) and IQ(u). Thus we move the leftmost segment from In,(u) U ln4(u) to Leafl(u). Otherwise, the desired Leafl(u) is the merge of Leaf3(.u), Leaf4(u), Oul(u, lefl(u) ) and Out(u, n'ghqu)). We move the leftmost segment from these four lists to Leafl(u). Note that this will involve computing the intersection with Y(u) of the first segment in each Out(u, .) list. Once the relevant lists of segments at U have been exhausted, we set FLAG(u) to 3 to signal the start of the third phase.
Fizup3(u) performs one step in the bottom-up construction of L~( u ) and Rl(u). A binary search tree is built on the ordered list of segments in Leafl(u). Then the priority fields are filled in bottom-up, using a knockout tournament as in Heapsort. Upon completion, FLAG(u) is set to 0, MARK(u) is set to undefined, and Li(v) and &(U), i = 3,4, are removed.
Excluding PANIC, it is clear that the insertion takes O(1ogn) time plus the time for c calls to each Fixupj, which is O(1ogn) as each Fizupj takes 0(1) time. Analogous to [WL85] , it can be proved that PANIC is invoked only on subtrees of O( 1) size and so takes 0(1) time (see [CJSO] ). Thus Insertseg(s) takes O(1ogn) time. As a corollary, for a set of n segments, 9 can then be built 'in O(n1ogn) time by repeated insertions.
3.4
We need to delete the item representing s from C(v) or some Li(w) and &(U) for some U. Deleting s from C(w) can be done efficiently. There are two problems with deleting s from Li(u) and & ( v ) . First, the underlying trees for Ll(v) and L3(v) may not be red-black trees due to the bottom-up construction in Fizup3. Therefore, a deletion can take more than O (1ogn) 
Dynamic point location
We first give an overview of our structure for dynamic planar point location which consists of two modules. One is the main structure for supporting queries and updates. It is essentially the data structure 9 discussed in Section 3 subject to some modifications. The other module is an interface between the main structure and the user. It is an adjacency list representation, AL, of the underlying graph of the planar subdivision. For each vertex, U , we store its coordinates and for each of its incident edges we store pointers to the other end vertex in AL and to the occurrences of that edge in the main structure. The edge list of each vertex is organized as a balanced search tree sorted by the angles between the incident edges and a horizontal line through that vertex. Thus, a new edge For applications that also maintain the underlying graph of the subdivision, the structure AL suffices because the input can then be specified as pointers to vertices and/or edges in AL. We can then access the occurrences of the corresponding vertices and/or edges in the main structure by following certain pointers. Otherwise, if a vertex is only specified by its coordinates and an edge by the pair of coordinates of its end vertices, then we need two dictionaries for the vertices and edges, respectively. They provide pointers to the corresponding node/edge in AL. Clearly, both dictionaries use O(n) space and can be maintained in O(1ogn) time per update.
Finally, we store the boundary edges of each region of the planar subdivision in a concatenable queue augmented with parent pointers. The region name is stored at the root.
. 1 Scheme I
Given a connected planar subdivision with n vertices, we store all the edges of the subdivision as well as the vertical line x = 00 in 8. Given a query point p , we use L o c a t e s e d p ) to find the first edge e that is hit by rayp. If e is the vertical line x = 00, then p must be in the exterior region of the subdivision. Otherwise, the region containing p is the one to the left of e . Let a be the leaf for e in the concatenable queue that represents the boundary of the region to the left of e . We follow parent pointers from a to go to the root of the queue and report the region name stored there. Thus Locate(p) takes O(log2n) time. For Asert-edge(u, w , r; r l , rz), we first insert edge { U , w } into S and then update r and split it into rl and r2 if necessary. This involves a constant number of splittings and mergings of concatenable queues. Remove-edge(e, r ) is just the reverse. For Insertpoint(v, e ; e l , e2), we delete e and insert el and e2 in S. We then split the leaf for e in its concatenable queue into two leaves for el O(k log n ) ) worst-case time. 0
Scheme I1
We first assume that the input is specified as pointers to vertices and/or edges in the structure AL. If necessary, this assumption can be removed, as shown later, with a slight decrease in performance.
A chain is monotone if the y-coordinate is nondecreasing or nonincreasing when we walk along the chain from one end vertex to the other. Define a matimal monotone chain .in the current subdivision to be a monotone chain that is not a proper subchain of a longer monotone chain.
We divide each maximal monotone chain into smaller pieces. Formally, we introduce a parameter b and choose its current value to be some positive integer. Suppose that b / 4 < n 5 36, where n is the number of vertices currently in the subdivision. Let h(n) be the function max{ log n log log n, 1). Each maximal monotone chain of length at least h(b) is divided into subchains whose length is in the range [h(b),2h(b) ]. Each such subchain is called a monotone subchain. Every maximal monotone chain of length less than h(b) is also defined to be a monotone subchain. We call this an h(b)-split of the subdivision. We store monotone subchains in 8 instead of individual edges. Each monotone subchain stored in the PSTs is represented as a concatenable queue which is sorted by the y-coordinates of the vertices of the subchain.
Computing the intersection between a monotone subchain and a horizontal line takes O(log1ogb) = O(log1og n) time, and so determining which node of 9 to insert the subchain takes O(log1ogn) time. we chop off at one end a monotone subchain of length h(b). In either case, let U be the monotone subchain obtained. We insert U into the data structure according to the following three cases. Note that we have to maintain an h(b)-split of the subdivision. To this end, we use the procedure Resplit below.
1. U joins only one monotone subchain a1 to form a longer monotone chain u1u (or aal). If lull < h(b) or la1 < h(b), then delete a1 from 9 and call Resplit(a1a) (or Resplit(ao1)). Otherwise, insert U into S. for all i, then we would be deleting O ( k / h ( n ) ) monotone subchains and each takes O(h(n)) time. 
U joins together two monotone subchains

Resplit( a").
Again the call to Resplit in either of the two cases involves no more than two iterations of the while loop and thus both cases take O ( h ( n ) ) time. We handle v2 ... u2 in an analogous fashion. This gives a worstcase time bound of O(h(n) + k) for deletion.
The problem with the above strategy is that after a sequence of insertions, n may become so large that the length of some monotone subchains may become much less than h(n). Therefore, a deletion operation may then involve deleting more than O ( k / h ( n ) ) monotone subchains and thus the O(h(n) + h ) bound is no longer valid. On the other hand, after a sequence of deletions, the length of some monotone subchains may become much more than O ( h ( n ) ) . Therefore, it may then take more than O(log1ogn) time for a call to Ficup2 and more than O(h(n)) time for a call to Find. As a remedy, we must adjust the parameter b whenever necessary. Changing the value of b will then force us to redo the decomposition of some maximal monotone chains currently stored. We introduce two additional structures that will facilitate the re-decomposition. We maintain a doubly linked list, We pick a new.value, b', equal to 2b (resp. b/2) and start the re-decomposition as soon as n exceeds 2b (resp. drops below b/2). Note that throughout the re-decomposition, n must not exceed 26' or drop below b'/2 in order to avoid starting a new re-decomposition before the previous one ends. Essentially, we traverse the entire list LONG and apply Resplit to each m o n e tone subchain. It can be proved that each call to Resplit will not involve more than four iterations of the while loop. Therefore each call takes O(lognlog1og b') time. If we have started the re-decomposition because n drops below b/2, then we need to move those m o n e tone subchains that become long enough from SHORT to LONG. The fact that SHORT is organized as a max heap guarantees that we never need to examine more than O(n/h(b')) monotone subchains in SHORT. We spread the above processing over O (b/h(b') ) future updates such that n stays in the range [bi/2,3b'/2] = [b/4,3b] throughout the re-decomposition. Hence, each individual update will not do more than O(h(n)) additional work.
LONG,
In all, we have proved that a k-edge monotone chain can be insertedldeleted in O(1og n log log n + k ) time. Since a single edge can be treated as a monotone chain of length one and Insertpoint, Removepoint, and Movepoint involve simulations of a constant number of insertions and deletions of edges, they also take O(lognlog1ogn) time.
If only coordinates are given in the input, then at first sight it appears that we could access the corresponding vertices and edges in AL by using the dictionaries. However, we cannot keep all the vertices and edges of the subdivision in the dictionaries since otherwise we need to spend O(k log n) time to update them after an insertion/deletion of a k-edge monotone chain. Instead, we do a point location query for the input vertex or one of the endpoints of the input chain being updated and gain access via this to the appropriate vertex and edge in our data structure. Because of the point location query, the update times increase by a factor of logn. , we split each nonmonotone segment into O(d2) monotone pieces by cutting at the local extrema on the segment, i.e., where the tangent becomes horizontal. We store the monotone pieces in 9. Note that Fixup2 will involve computing the intersection between a monotone algebraic segment and a horizontal line, and Find will involve determining whether a point is to the left or to the right of a monotone algebraic segment (which can be done by first computing the intersection between the m o n e tone algebraic segment and a horizontal line through the point, and then comparing the relative positions of the point and the intersection). Except for the o p eration of moving a degree-2 vertex, whose semantics is not well-defined in this case, all the other operations supported by Scheme I can be handled analogously. In fact, it is possible to maintain connected subdivisions consisting of any type of curve segments as long as there are efficient ways to divide those curve segments into a few monotone pieces and to compute the intersection between a monotone segment and a horizontal line.
Persistent planar point location
We can extend Scheme I to support a point location query at any time t' in the past and updates in the present. Let n (resp. nt,)be the number of vertices in the subdivision at present (resp. at time t') and let m be the number of updates that have occurred so far. We assume that we start with an empty subdivision and thus m 2 nil at any time t'. 9 is organized as in Scheme I. Updates are performed as before except that an insertion/deletion in a PST involves copying a forked root-to-leaf path and then performing the update on the new version of the PST. This contributes an O(1ogn) worst-case space per update. No leaf is removed from B during deletion. Each node v of B stores a dictionary of pointers to the roots of the different versions of each PST associated with v. If these dictionaries are organized as balanced search trees, then the query time is O(log2 m). This bound is improvable to O(1ognt -logm) by doing a simple form of layering of the dictionaries. The layering structure can be updated using O( 1) amortized space per update. It can be shown that an insertion (resp. deletion) in S takes O(log2 m) (resp. O(1og m)) worst-case time.
Regions of the subdivision are represented as persistent concatenable queues [ST86] . We augment each node with a dictionary of parent pointers and organize these dictionaries using the data structure in [LO88]. This yields an O(1og n) update time despite having to possibly add O(1ogn) new parent pointers for an update. The space needed per update for a persistent concatenable queue is O(1og n) worst-case. 
